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About This Content

Around the world in 80 flights! Circumnavigate the globe, heading east from the historic Farnborough airfield in the UK, on an
epic 80-leg journey around the world. Fly over the Alps and Pyrenees before facing the challenge of the mighty Himalayan
range. Explore the Far East and Australia. Blaze a trail from the frozen north, to tropical Africa. Conquer the lonely Pacific,

leapfrogging across a series of islands as you make your way to the United States. Make landfall and catch your breath before
flying over some of the most stunning scenery in the world as you head across the vast expanse of the USA to the Caribbean

before venturing a trans-Atlantic crossing back to Farnborough.

Each of the 80 flight legs can be flown individually or consecutively and are comprehensively detailed, with a flight plan, pilot's
notes, full briefing and a guide to many of the wonders of the world that pass beneath your wings. From man-made wonders

such as the Great Pyramids and the Golden Gate Bridge, to natural wonders such as Mount Kilimanjaro, the Sahara Desert, the
Indonesian Archipelago and the Grand Canyon, the entire route has been carefully chosen to showcase the breathtaking beauty

of the planet.

Complete the entire trip around the globe in a stunning recreation of the 1937 Lockheed Electra 10E and you will have truly
earned the special circumnavigators’ certificate awarded to master aviators!

Features

Over 400 hours flying time and 35,000 miles

Over 112 countries are either visited or flown over
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The longest flight is nearly 3000 miles from Honolulu to San Francisco

The shortest flight is 55 miles from Helsinki to Talinn, Estonia, crossing the Baltic

The northernmost point of the trip is Sondre Stromfjord in Greenland whilst the southernmost point is Darwin, Australia
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A simple pixelated game which has a great story about a Cook who is trying to save his chickens while their mother is away
from home.The game could be frustrating sometimes and it doesnt have achivments.
7.4\/10. There's a point in the trailer where they show off godawful 3D for no reason and I was pretty happy when I found out
that said 3D is nowhere in the game itself.. The game is incredibly replayable, enjoyable, & to an extent; educational. However,
it is very difficult to learn and master the game & there is any awful dlc paywall with many core mechanics locked behind such
paywalls. But overall, it is an enjoyable game which I strongly recomend.. I have been listening to this game's music for a while
now and at first I wanted to figure how the music program worked on my computer if I ever decided to get some good music on
it, and i did not know I already did when I got this game's soundtrack until I started to listen to it.

And now I know I like fantasy rock... and chill elevator\/lobby\/card game music.

Also the digital art book for this game gives a neat bit of a behind the scenes look on how the game was made.. Not bad for free.
Complete for 10 minutes.. Pixel Puzzles 2: Space is a nice, somewhat relaxing jigsaw puzzle game. The puzzle pieces float
around in a "stream" and at times it can be frustrating trying to pick up a certain puzzle piece. Its easy to get all of the
achievements, just complete all the puzzles and launch the satellite. Oh and if you don't like the annoying little astronaut, just
grab him, move him to the top of the screen and drop him. He doesn't survive the drop. Its a fun game if you like puzzles. 8/10
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Pls dont get this.Its a pice of♥♥♥♥♥♥. Bad. Liked and played before a certain update, currently dislike it. Interface and
gameplay has too much going on, leading to a crowded feel.. Sadly this game refuses to work on my Computer, so I'll have to
give a negetive review.. Good RPG. Nice adventures.
The end of the game is beautiful.
Unfortunately there are some bugs, but you can let it go.
You can do all achievements.
And you can get trading cards too.. here a fun video to this game
1/10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IRcMY0o9ic. If you like math puzzle then this good game for you! Gives you little
challenge for brain and has nice graphics. Puzzles are random so you can play this again and again!. Collision Mode OFF: Golf
with Friends

Collision Mode ON: Golf with Enemies

10/10
Will collide again.. Great match 3 game with a very good story.. There are better games out there alot better.
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